### Phonic and Spelling Games

**Supplies:** Scrabble, word searches, paper, pencils

**Activities:**
1. Do some word searches and then make one up on your own.
2. Play spelling games like junior scrabble (make your own board with little paper tiles and a paper board if needed).
3. Write out words and then have a parent cut up the words and the child puts the word back together.

### Moving Memory

**Activity:** The object of this game is to be the last one standing. Those who are playing start by standing in a circle or facing each other. The first person starts by doing a dance move, then the next person does the dance move they did, and adds another move of their own. This process repeats until somebody cannot remember all of the dance moves. If you cannot remember the dance you are out! The last person standing is the winner. [Click here to watch our video.](#)

### Penny Spinner

**Supplies:** pennies, light cardboard (cereal box), markers, scissors, hot glue gun, scissors

**Activity:** Trace a circle on your light cardboard material and use scissors to cut it out. Cut a penny sized cut in the center, about ¾ inch wide. Color the tops with any design you can think up, but imagine what it will look like as it spins. Attach the penny to the spinner by placing it in your center cut and gluing at the top.